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Reconfigurable Nano-Crossbar 
Architectures

1 FPGA Approach to Computation
1.1 Introduction
Reconfigurable computing, in particular based on field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), is becoming increasingly attractive for a variety of applications [1], [2]. This
increase in popularity is mostly due to the fundamental challenges encountered by alter-
native approaches to calculations, such as application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) and general-purpose microprocessors – see Figure 1.

In ASICs, the required functionality is realized as a hardwired circuitry. While such
integrated circuits are typically the fastest, the densest, and the most power efficient for
the implementation of a given function, they are becoming increasingly expensive,
because manufacturing an ASIC chip usually requires a completely custom hardware
design. When implemented using competitive technology, ASIC implementations also
require the longest development times. On their part, microprocessors are prefabricated
circuits programmed by a series of instructions which, together with data, are stored in
the main memory. A built-in control unit, typically implemented as a finite-state
machine, reads instructions from the memory and executes them sequentially in the spe-
cific order defined in the program. All the computations, including Boolean logic and
arithmetic operations, are performed in datapaths – collections of functional blocks such
as an arithmetic logic unit (ALU), a floating-point unit, and a load-store unit. Major
advantages of such integrated circuits are their very high flexibility, ubiquity, and very
short application development times, since the computation is programmed at a high
level of abstraction without descending to details of circuit implementation. However,
this style of computation may result in large processor-memory bottlenecks and comput-
ing overheads which limit the system’s performance and energy efficiency (see, e.g.
Chapter 22 and the Introduction to Part IV, as well as [3], for more details).

This is why FPGAs, which combine some of the best properties of microprocessors
and ASICs, are gaining more and more commercial and scientific popularity. FPGAs are
very cost-efficient since they are, like microprocessors, prefabricated, programmable cir-
cuits. On the other hand, similarly to ASICs, FPGA’s functionality can be tailored to spe-
cific computational needs, to allow for highly customized datapaths (for example with
spatial, bit-level, and deeply pipelined parallelisms). The middle panel of Figure 1 shows
(schematically) the main idea of an FPGA, which can be thought of as a large number of
logic gates which may be interconnected in a desired way after fabrication. Gate connec-
tivity is controlled by the values of the corresponding configuration memory bits. This is
achieved, for example, by having a configuration bit to control the gate voltage of a pass
transistor.

The remaining parts of this section will review, in a little bit more detail, the FPGA
approach to computation and discuss its advantages and challenges, while the subsequent
sections are devoted to possible nanoelectronic implementations of this approach.

Figure 1: Three major 
types of computing 
platforms.
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1.2 FPGA: Basic Architecture
Figure 2a shows a typical high-level architecture of an FPGA. Most of the structure is
very uniform: the whole chip is formed by replicating similar tiles, with additional simple
input/output circuitry at the periphery of the tile array. All computations are performed in
logic blocks, while connections between blocks are implemented in the remaining cir-
cuitry of the tile. It is therefore natural to separate logic and routing architectures of
FPGAs, with the former determining the type of gates in logic blocks, while the latter
architecture defines the ways these blocks are connected. The common logic architec-
tures include the sea-of-gates style (in which each logic block consists of a certain set of
logic gates), look-up tables (LUT), and programmable NAND and NOR planes. (The last
approach is traditionally associated with the so-called programmable logic array (PLA)
type of configurable circuits – see, e.g. Chapter 7) Routing architectures differ by the
interconnect network topology; the most popular types are based on two-dimensional
meshes and hierarchical networks.

As an example, Figure 2b shows a simplified scheme of the most common FPGA
architecture based on LUT logic blocks and island-type (2D mesh) routing [4]. Each logic
block is comprised of a LUT unit connected to an output flip-flop and a 2-to-1 multi-
plexer which allows the LUT output to be fed directly to the output of the logic block.
The LUT may be viewed just as a powerful programmable logic gate, and is essentially
a k×2n memory array (in Figure 2b, n = 3 and k = 1), which can perform any n-input,
k-output Boolean logic function by storing its whole truth table. Input data arriving at
such a gate serve as the binary address of the proper output vector in the memory array,
which is passed to the output of the gate via a multiplexer – for a specific example, see
the next section.

The logic block output may be routed to any of the four adjacent horizontal wires by
setting corresponding configuration bits of three-state buffers, that is with tile circuitry
outside of the logic block (Figure 2b). Similarly, inputs to the logic block may be fetched
from any of the four adjacent vertical or horizontal wires by configuring the input multi-
plexer. The connection between wires may be also programmed in a desired way, for
example with a pair of programmable, three-state buffers shown at the bottom right cor-
ner of Figure 2b. Each horizontal (vertical) wire segment may be electrically connected
to the horizontal (vertical) wire in the adjacent tile and/or the closest vertical (horizontal)
wire segment.

For clarity, Figure 2b does not show the circuitry required to program the configura-
tion bits. This is done on purpose, since programming of an FPGA and running compu-
tation on it are two independent actions which do not interfere with each other. Typically,
the memory cells keeping the bits are implemented similarly to those of the usual static
random-access memory, that is they are power-dependent, so that the configuration val-
ues have to be loaded from an external nonvolatile memory every time the FPGA chip is
powered up. To write the configuration bits, virtually any common technique may be
used, but serial access styles are favored due to their small area overheads.

The structure shown on Figure 2 is somewhat generic. Modern commercial FPGAs
are not completely homogeneous arrays of tiles; they may include additional distributed
cores of hardwired circuits such as dedicated memories, fast multiplication blocks, and
even simple microprocessor cores. Additionally, blocks typically include fast carry chain
logic for efficient addition.

1.3 FPGA Mapping Example
To highlight the differences between various approaches to computation, let us consider
a specific example: addition of two n-bit numbers: s = a + b. Figure 3a shows a circuit
diagram for the simplest (ripple-carry) implementation of an adder performing this oper-
ation. The adder is a set of n similar single-bit full adder circuits, with the truth table
shown in Figure 3b, each performing the addition of three binary input digits: two bits of
the same significance from operands A and B, and the carry bit resulting from the addi-
tion in the previous stage.

An ASIC-style implementation of full adder (Figure 3c) is obtained by translating
Boolean expression for sum and carry-out bits into corresponding circuits – see Chapter 7
for detailed explanation.

A very different implementation of the same circuit, which is suitable for island type
FPGA, requires two 3-input 1-ouput LUTs (Figure 3d). In this case two LUTs are pro-
grammed to store the sum and carry-out results of the truth table (i.e. the last two columns
of the table on Figure 3b), respectively. The location of the bits in LUT memory is chosen

Figure 2: Island-type FPGA: 
(a) the top-level structure and 
(b) possible tile architecture. In panel (b), 

each yellow square represents a single 
configuration bit.
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such that the inputs of the truth table, that is the triplet of signals a, b, and cin, when
applied to the input of LUT’s 3:1 multiplexor, choose the right value for sum and
carry-out bits thus implementing the truth table of the full adder.

Figure 4 shows how the full adder may be mapped onto two blocks of the island-type
FPGA (Figure 2). The functionality of FPGA is completely determined by the specific
values in configurable memory, that is the bits stored in LUTs (Figure 3d) and the bits
setting up connectivity between the LUTs and flip-flops inputs/outputs. Note that this
particular mapping assumes that the input operands A and B are fed into certain horizon-
tal wires; in reality the data may arrive either from outputs of some other tiles or from
input pads to the FPGA.

While the example shown here is very simple, it demonstrates that with sufficient
FPGA resources, any logic circuit can be implemented in this type of computing fabric.

While the topology shown in Figure 4 may seem rather complex at the first glance,
note that an FPGA programmer rarely has to descend to this level description of the prob-
lem. Instead, there are efficient design automation tools and computer languages simpli-
fying the mapping process. Typically, a mapping of a computing task onto FPGA starts
with describing the problem in a hardware-description language, such as Verilog or
VHDL [1]. These languages are quite different from those used for writing programs on
microprocessors and require an inherently parallel approach to programming, for exam-
ple at the register transfer level of abstraction. This level presents a description of circuit
behavior as a flow of signals between hardware registers and the logical operations per-
formed on those signals. Once the program has been written, the subsequent process of
mapping is completely automatic and includes the following key stages. First, the logic
synthesis and technology mapping steps are performed to come up with an optimal Bool-
ean logic circuitry given the specific design constraints, for example area, delay, power.
Then, the placement and routing steps are performed; they map the circuit components
to specific spatial locations on the FPGA chip, and determine the routing wires used in
such mapping. Finally, a specific data file for a given problem is generated; the data may
be loaded to the FPGA to finish its mapping (typically, using a proprietary software pro-
vided by the FPGA manufacturer).

Given the fact that the contemporary FPGA chips might have millions of tiles, such
design automation is an absolutely necessary aspect of this approach to computing.

1.4 Pros and cons of the FPGA approach
The main advantage of the FPGA approach is that it combines conveniences of the
post-fabrication programmability of microprocessors and the fine-grain customization of
ASICs. On the other hand, FPGAs involve hardware overheads. As a result, FPGAs pres-
ent a middle ground between ASICs and microprocessors (Figure 1), making them an
appealing platform for a certain class of applications. Let us now discuss in more detail
the specific advantages and handicaps of FPGAs, and the applications for which they are
attractive.

First of all, in comparison to microprocessors, the fine-grain customization allows
FPGA circuitry to perform massively parallel spatial computations in the data-flow
(data-streaming) style. This style is very useful for many applications, for example in sig-

Figure 3: Ripple carry adder: 
(a) the general diagram, 
(b) the truth table of a single-bit 

full adder, 
(c) the ASIC implementation of 

the full adder, and 
(d) its LUT implementation. On 

panel (d), letters L denote the 
least significant bits.

Figure 4: A single-bit slice of a 
full adder mapped on island-type 
FPGAs. Highlighted lines show 
the wires activated by 
configuration bits.
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nal and image processing, scientific computing, network processing and bioinformatics,
in which the computation may be broken into small independent parts, each calculated
concurrently. In this way, the massively parallel computation, spatially distributed over
an FPGA, may decrease the execution time of a problem by orders of magnitude in com-
parison with traditional computers.

Additionally, FPGAs enable efficient implementations of a different kind of parallel
computation – pipelining. Even when a computation cannot be broken into independent
pieces, its throughput, that is the number of operations per second, may be greatly
increased by overlapping their execution in time. This is why FPGAs have become the
standard platform for deeply pipelined implementations of discrete cosine and Fourier
transforms and finite impulse response filters [1]. In addition, the fine-grain customiza-
tion allows for the massively parallel computation at the bit level or at the variable word
length at different stages of computation. The former method is very effective for logic
emulation, Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers, and cryptography, while the latter
approach has been shown to achieve a dramatic (up to 90 %) decrease in power dissipa-
tion, in comparison with the fixed-word-length implementation, at the same final sig-
nal-to-noise ratio [1].

Moreover, FPGA circuits may be even denser than ASICs for certain applications
involving information which cannot be known in advance. The examples are: weights in
filters for signal and image processing, signatures by deep packet network inspectors, and
keys in encryption algorithms. ASIC implementations of such applications include, cor-
respondingly, general-purpose multipliers, pattern-matching engines, or decryption cir-
cuitry. On the other hand, FPGA implementations can use the input values of the weights,
signatures, and keys, as they become available, by propagating the values in the circuitry
and reconfiguring it, thus eliminating the overhead hardware. To illustrate this idea, let
us consider an example when an 8-bit number Y has to be multiplied by an 8-bit constant.
For the particular constant 10011001, the calculation may be simplified by noting that the
highest and lowest 4-bit nibbles are the same. Thus we can, first, calculate an intermedi-
ate value Z by adding two partial products for the lowest 4-bit nibble of the multiplicand,
that is performing multiplication Z = Y × 1001, and then find the final product P by add-
ing the intermediate value with itself shifted by 4 bits to the left, that is P = Z + Z 4.
Therefore, for this particular constant, the total number of additions is two, versus eight
for the general case. It has been shown [5] that the average number of additions for the
multiplication by an 8-bit constant is just two, so that the above example is by no means
artificial. Here, circuitry savings come from eliminating zero-valued partial products and
identifying a common subexpression, such as similar lowest and highest nibbles. A simi-
lar technique of sharing common subexpressions leads to dramatic saving in hardware in
pattern matching operations, network processing, and low-level image processing [1].

The above examples demonstrate that several applications, for example in informa-
tion processing, may be more efficiently implemented on FPGAs than on conventional
microprocessors (and sometimes than on ASICs). However, this is not true for arbitrary
computations. Indeed, the process of loading a circuit configuration is typically much
slower than loading instructions into a microprocessor. This is in part due to a much larger
FPGA configuration word length – of the order of several Mb in today’s FPGAs, versus
64-bit instructions for modern microprocessors, and in part due to the serial memory con-
figuration techniques typically used in FPGAs because of their small area overhead. In
order to alleviate this drawback, multiple local configurations stored locally are used in
the so-called time-multiplexed or context switching FPGAs [1]. However, such an
approach faces the challenge of an additional instruction overhead, increasing it substan-
tially for just four contexts [1]. This is why FPGAs have traditionally been used for appli-
cations in which storing one instruction (or context) is sufficient, in other words, for
applications requiring repetitive sets of similar computations, like those typically per-
formed in information processing. More generally, the time required to reprogram
FPGAs for a new set of computations has to be small in comparison with the total time
spent executing them. On the other hand, microprocessors can switch quickly between
different tasks and therefore are better suited for random or quickly changing computa-
tions.

Again, the main challenge faced by the FPGA approach is that the benefits of cus-
tomization come at the cost of paying high overheads associated with configurability. In
contemporary FPGAs, a large portion of the area of the configurable fabric (sometimes
as high as 50 % [6]) is taken by configuration bits. Furthermore, the majority of the
remaining resources is devoted to configurable routing, so that the “useful” area is even
less: from 5 % to 15 % of the total chip area, depending on the particular architecture [6],
[7], and even less for multi-context FPGAs [1]. This fact explains why ASICs may be up
to two orders of magnitude denser than FPGAs when implementing the same function [2].
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Note that the reduction in the amount of the interconnect resources is hardly an option,
because it affects circuit routability: some circuits may require more interconnects than
available on a chip and hence cannot be successfully routed. Thus, striking the right bal-
ance between the richness of the interconnect and the amount of logic in logic blocks is
an optimization problem which depends on the intended set of FPGA applications.

Still, a major reason why FPGAs are a more attractive option than ASICs for certain
applications is purely economic. The time required to develop a new FPGA (so-called
time-to-market) is typically much shorter (weeks) compared to that of ASICs (months),
besides that FGPAs do not require additional manufacturing. In this context, FPGAs may
be more economically viable even given their significantly lower density. Indeed, the
major contributions to the total cost of a chip are its development (so-called non-recur-
rent engineering) costs, which are amortized with the number of chips produced, and the
fabrication cost. The latter cost is crudely proportional to the chip area (i.e. inversely pro-
portional to circuit density) and is thus much lower for ASICs. On the other hand, the vol-
ume of production of an FPGA may be expected to be much higher than an ASIC, so that
the first contribution to the total cost of a single chip is smaller. Therefore, for a given
technology, there is a certain brake-even production volume which must be exceeded for
the ASIC implementation to become more attractive. This explains the recent surge of
interest in FPGAs because the skyrocketing non-recurrent engineering costs lead to the
corresponding increase in the break-even volume. Another important factor in reducing
the total FPGA cost is the product life cycle which is longer than that of ASICs – typi-
cally, by a factor of three.

Finally, let us note that while FPGAs are taking over some application niches of the
ASIC market rather fast, this is happening somewhat slower with the market of micro-
processors. The main reason is that despite some obvious density, power, and speed
advantages discussed above, FPGA programming requires at least some knowledge of
digital design, clearly not an option for many final users of integrated circuits.

2 Crossbar-based Nanoelectronic Circuits
2.1 General Philosophy
The exponential (Moore’s law) progress of CMOS technology, achieved mostly by scal-
ing, has characterized almost half a century of its development. However, this progress
faces rapidly increasing challenges as described in Chapter 15 (see also [8]). The most
significant of them is that the CMOS workhorse, silicon MOSFET, has at least one lithog-
raphy-defined critical dimension and its scaling down results in exponentially growing
variability of its characteristics [9], [10]. At the same time, the photolithography used for
CMOS fabrication can hardly provide the necessary improvement of the critical dimen-
sion accuracy, at affordable equipment costs and acceptable patterning speed.

The known suggestions of ways to avoid the impending crisis of Moore’s law may
be divided into two major groups. The first group focuses on circuits whose active func-
tions, most importantly the signal restoration to its initial amplitude after each logic step,
are performed by novel nanodevices. To do so, the devices have to provide signal ampli-
tude restoration. (For fixed interconnect impedance, this also means voltage gain.) This
is possible with dc-powered three-terminal nanodevices like nanoscale transistors, and
also with some ac-powered magnetically- or electrically-coupled devices – see, for exam-
ple [9] for review. Unfortunately, the implementation of such devices with nanoscale crit-
ical dimensions and their integration into a VLSI circuit requires a sub-nm accuracy of
device definition and its alignment with wiring levels of the integrated circuit. The first
challenge may possibly be met (after much additional R&D effort) by the so-called bot-
tom-up approach (Chapter 13), in which the devices are formed not by lithography pat-
terning but by being grown as some specially synthesized molecules – see, for example
the spectacular demonstrations of molecular single-electron transistors [11]–[13]. The
second (alignment) challenge is, however, much more difficult, because for nanodevices
of virtually any type, the alignment accuracy should be of the order of 0.3 nm or better [9].
The overlay accuracy achieved by the electronic industry is close to few nanometers [8],
and there is apparently no way of reducing it significantly within the existing technologies.

An example of a nanoelectronic system which allows for a certain relaxation of the
alignment requirements is presented by the NASIC (Nanoscale Application-Specific
Integration Circuit) logic invented by C. A. Moritz [14]. The only active devices of such
circuits are nanoscale MOSFETs formed by crossing the mutually perpendicular semi-
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conductor nanowires of a crossbar fabric – see Figure 5. (Crossbar is a system compris-
ing two sets of wires formed in two layers, all wires of each layer being parallel to each
other, and perpendicular to those in the counterpart layer.)

It is evident that in this case, no nanowire layer alignment is necessary. However, the
dopant implantation spots, which determine the MOSFET locations (and hence the cir-
cuit function), still have to be aligned with crosspoints, with an accuracy somewhat better
than the crossbar half-pitch F. This problem may limit NASIC circuits (and other similar
concepts relying on nanowire MOSFETs [1], [15]) to values of F above ∼10 nm. Another
possible problem of NASIC circuit implementation is the device-to-device reproducibil-
ity of the electrical characteristics (in particular, the threshold voltage) of the crosspoint
transistors.Indeed, calculations [9] indicate that for single-gate MOSFETs with
10-nm-scale channels, the necessary reproducibility of the threshold voltage requires a
1-nm-scale accuracy of all device dimensions, with the requirement becoming exponen-
tially more severe at further scaling. (This problem may be further exacerbated by more
realistic nanowire geometries, for example their round cross-sections) The currently
achieved variations of the critical dimension (on the 3-s statistical level) are about 3 nm
[8], and it is unclear how this number may be reduced to any significant extent without a
prohibitive increase in fabrication equipment costs. (Stand-alone semiconductor nano-
wires may be grown with a high precision of their diameter, but their nanometer-accurate
placement presents a problem with no known solutions.)

2.2 CMOS/Nanoelectronic Hybrids
Another way to open new opportunities for further progress in IC technology is to use
hybrid CMOS/nanoelectronic circuits (Figure 6a) – see, for example [1], [16]–[18] for
earlier reviews. Such a circuit combines a usual CMOS chip, with the bottom layer of sil-
icon MOSFETs and several wiring layers, augmented with a simple nanoelectronic
add-on layer based on a very dense set of simple, similar nanodevices. In this case, some
key functions of the circuit, for example the signal restoration, may be delegated to MOS-
FETs of the CMOS subsystem, while the dense system of nanoscale devices would per-
form less ambitious functions.

This idea may be traced back at least to the pioneering 1998 paper by J. Heath et al.
[19]. Based on their preliminary experience with the reconfigurable computer system
Teramac [20], its authors have proposed building reconfigurable nanoelectronic com-
puter systems based on nanowire crossbars (Figure 7). The crosspoint device would
include a single-bit memory cell whose contents could control the connection of two
nearby nanowires. In this way, the distributed crossbar memory might configure or recon-
figure the system, and in particular perform re-routing around defective devices which
are unavoidable, at least in the initial stage of nanotechnology development.

The technological realization of such devices turns out to be challenging. The same
statement should be made about the devices assumed in several later attempts to design
concrete digital logic systems based on the same concept – see, for example [1], [21],
[22]. However, eventually the initial idea was reduced [9], [17] to limiting the nanoscale
add-on to just a crossbar with simple, similar crosspoint devices – two-terminal resistive
switches [23] (Chapter 30).

The I-V curve of such a device has two branches corresponding to its two possible
internal states. In the low-resistive ON state, the nanodevice is essentially a diode. On the
other hand, in the OFF state, the current is very small. The device may be switched
between the ON and OFF states by applying voltages exceeding the corresponding
threshold values Vt and Vt ' (Figure 8). Such devices have been repeatedly demonstrated
using various materials (including organic layers, metal oxides and chalcogenides, and
some groups have reported their fabrication with a 10 %-scale spread of switching thresh-
olds, acceptable for applications [24] – see Chapters 22 and 33, as well as recent reviews
[18], [25]. Due to the sharp switching thresholds, each crosspoint device may be uniquely
addressed, for example turned ON or OFF, by applying appropriate voltages (close to
±2/3 Vt ) to the two corresponding nanowires. This application produces a net voltage
higher than Vt across the selected device, and switches it, without changing the states of
other, semi-selected devices contacting just one of the activated nanowires.

Hence, the problem of addressing each crosspoint device is reduced to contacting
each nanowire. If a crossbar is small (much smaller than the chip it is fabricated on), each
nanowire beyond the crossbar border may be gradually widened to eventually fit and con-
tact a broader CMOS wire. (This approach is broadly used for experimental demonstra-
tions – see, for example [26]–[28]). However, if the crossbar occupies all (or most) of the
chip, as necessary for most applications, this approach is evidently impracticable. Several

Figure 5: The implementation of a 1-bit full 
adder in NASIC technology. (Figure courtesy 
of C. A. Moritz.)

Figure 6: 
(a) The general idea of a hybrid 

CMOS/nanoelectronic circuit, and 
(b) the nanowire-crossbar add-on 

(schematically).
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elaborate methods [29]–[31] have been proposed to attack this problem, mostly in the
context of memory applications. Unfortunately, they all require complex additional
devices (for example randomly doped semiconductor nanowires), and in addition do not
allow direct access to an arbitrary crosspoint device, necessary for logic circuits.

This problem may be solved using area-distributed interfaces, for example, the
so-called CMOL Ref. [32] interface [9] in which contacts between the CMOS subsystem
and nanowires are provided with conic-shaped vertical plugs (also referred as pins in the
text below) – see Figure 9. Vertical plugs are broadly used in microelectronics, and virtu-
ally the only possible concern is whether their tips may be sharp enough to sustain CMOL
scaling beyond the 10-nm frontier. Actually, a-few-nanometer-sharp silicon tips have
been already demonstrated in the context of field-emission arrays – see, for example [33].

In the generic CMOL approach, the pins are of two types (for clarity, shown in red
and blue in Figure 9), with red pins reaching the lower, and blue pins the upper nanowire
level. Since the CMOS wiring width, and hence the minimum distance between the pins,
may be much larger than the nanowire crossbar pitch 2Fnano, contacting each nanowire of
each crossbar level is not a trivial task. It may be solved by the trick shown in Figure 9a,
[9], [34]. Pins of each type are located in the nodes of a square array with side 2βFCMOS,
where FCMOS is the half-pitch of the CMOS subsystem, and β is a numerical factor (typ-
ically well above 1), which depends on the CMOS cell complexity. The pin array is
turned, relative to the crossbar, by angle

 (1)

where r is the smallest integer that still allows the layout of the necessary CMOS circuit.
As can be seen from the triangle on the left side of Figure 9a, Eq. (1) means that a shift by
one nanowire (in dimensional units of length, by 2Fnano) along the crossbar corresponds to
a shift by one elementary distance between the pins of the same type (in dimensional units,
by 2βFCMOS) along the tilted array on the underlying CMOS mesh. In this way, each nano-
wire may be contacted by a pin, even if Fnano FCMOS. As was explained above, this means
that each crosspoint device may be addressed from the CMOS subsystem. For example,
crosspoint device A may be switched by applying necessary voltages to the blue pin 1 and
red pin 2. Now, in order to switch device B (which may be just a few nanometers from A),
it is sufficient to apply bias to the red pin 3 rather than pin 2 (still biasing the blue pin 1).

In order to satisfy Eq. (1) when designing the CMOL interface, the minimum area
Amin of the CMOS circuit servicing the pin should first be selected (with an account of
the CMOS circuit servicing the pin of the opposite type, sharing the same footprint), then
used to find the smallest integer r which satisfies the condition

 (2)

and then the circuit should be allocated a slightly larger area

 (3)

(In the most realistic case when Fnano FCMOS, integer r is large, so that angle α is small,
and hence α ≈ Fnano/βFCMOS and A ≈ Amin).

As was discussed above, hybrid circuits using the CMOL interface do not need any
alignment of the crossbar layers. Less evidently, they also can work without alignment
between the crossbar as a whole and the underlying CMOS stack. Indeed, the examination
of Figure 10, Ref. [18] shows that at the optimal choice of the pin diameter (equal to Fnano),
there is only one specific mutual position of the pins and crossbar (in each of two perpen-

( ) ( )nano CMOS  arctan 1/   arcsin /r F Fα β= =

( ) ( )2 2
nano min2 1F r A+ >

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
CMOS nano min  2   2 1A F F r Aβ= = + >

Figure 7: The initial concept of a nanowire 
crossbar as the basis for a reconfigurable 
computer system [19].

Figure 8: DC I-V curve of a two-terminal 
device with the resistive switch (also called 
latching switch or programmable diode) 
functionality – schematically.

Figure 9: CMOL interface: 
(a) schematic top view and 
(b) side view. 
The specific rotation angle α = arctan(1/r), 
where r is an integer, makes each nanowire 
individually accessible from the 
semiconductor-transistor subsystem.

Figure 10: Results of shifts between 
the crossbar and the interface pin 
system in two possible directions [18]. 
For clarity, the red and blue pins are 
shown much closer to each other than 
they may be in an actual circuit.
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dicular directions), at which the connection between these two subsystems is imperfect,
while even a small shift from that position restores the proper connectivity. As a result, a
nearly 100 % interface yield is possible even if the crossbar is fabricated using advanced
patterning techniques (in particular, such mask-free technologies as EUV interference
lithography or block-copolymer lithography) which lack layer alignment. This is the key
feature of hybrid CMOS/nanoelectronic circuits, which make them viable for extending
integrated circuit fabrication technology beyond the range of the usual optical lithography.

2.3 CMOL Memories
As the simplest example of possible CMOL circuit applications in digital electronics, let
us discuss CMOL memories. (After all, a random access memory is a necessary part of
any complex digital circuit.) Such memories are essentially an extension of the so-called
resistive random-access memories (ReRAM; see Chapter 30) or, more exactly, their tran-
sistor-free, passive array version, frequently referred to as 1R0T, meaning 1 resistor (i.e.
resistive switch) and 0 transistors per cell. The basic concept of such memories is very
simple: each bit is stored as an internal resistive state (ON or OFF) of a crosspoint resis-
tive switch of a crossbar – see Figure 8 and its discussion above. Figure 11 shows how
the basic operations, WRITE 1 and READ, may be achieved in RRAM. For the sake of
clarity (and in accordance with Figure 8), each crosspoint device is shown in Figure 11
as a combination of a diode and a key.

In order to switch a certain cell (crosspoint device), for example crosspoint A in
Figure 11a, from state OFF to state ON, in other words to write binary 1 into the cell, the
two wires leading to the crosspoint are fed by voltages ±VWRITE (Figure 8), which satisfy
two requirements:

 (4)

where Vt is the switching threshold shown in Figure 8. Due to the right condition, the fully
selected device at the crosspoint of these wires switches, while due to the left condition,
this operation does not disturb the state of semi-selected devices contacting just one of
the biased nanowires. The WRITE 0 operation is performed similarly using reciprocal
switching with threshold Vt ' (Figure 8). It is evident from Figure 11, that the WRITE (as
well as READ) operations may be performed simultaneously with all cells in one row.

In order to read out the contents of the memory cell, a lower voltage VREAD, which
satisfies conditions Vt < VREAD < V+ , may be applied to one (say, horizontal) wire leading
to the cell (Figure 11b). If the cell is in the ON state, such voltage results in a substantial
current injection (the green arrow in Figure 11b) into the vertical wire. This current pulls
up voltage Vout of that wire, which can now be read out by a peripheral sense amplifier. It
is essential that the crosspoint devices, in their ON states, have low current at negative
voltages below Vout ; otherwise that voltage would induce parasitic sneak path currents in
semi-selected crosspoints – see the red line in Figure 11b, [17], [35], [36]. If this require-
ment is satisfied, there is no need to use an additional transistor in each memory cell. This
unique property makes RRAM the prime candidate for the “ideal” [37] computer mem-
ory, with the cell area approaching 4F2.

The extension of RRAM to CMOL technology may enable the cell footprint reduc-
tion to (almost) 4F2

nano. However, for that, several substantial changes have to be intro-
duced into the memory block’s peripheral circuits providing address decoding, line
driving, signal sensing and amplification, and error correction.

In contrast with the usual memories, each CMOL memory block requires four
address decoders (Figure 12a) rather than two as is the case in the usual semiconductor
memory. The reason is simple: in the usual memory (including the generic RRAM), a par-
ticular memory cell sits on the crossing of a word line (a row of the memory cell array)
and a bit line (a column), so that its full selection (for either bit writing or reading) may
be achieved by selecting these two wires. The selection of each line is performed with a
decoder – a simple logic circuit which applies signal to only one of its 2n output lines in
accordance with the n-bit address it receives from the memory user (e.g. the processing
unit). In CMOL memory, a similar selection of each crosspoint device (playing the role
of a memory cell) requires, first of all, the selection of two perpendicular nanowires (see
Figures 6 and 9 and their discussion above). In CMOL interface, each nanowire (or rather
its fragment of a certain length) is contacted by one, and only one pin leading to the
CMOS subsystem. In CMOL memory, this subsystem is partitioned into similar, simple
cells, with two pass transistors and two different (red and blue) interface pins each
(Figure 12b). In order to get access to each nanowire, two perpendicular macro- (CMOS)
lines can be used at whose intersection the cell is located – one carrying the select voltage
which opens the pass transistor and another line which either applies the desirable data

WRITE t WRITE 2V V V< <

Figure 11: Basic operations 
with a resistive 1R0T memory: 
(a) WRITE 1 and 
(b) READ.
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voltage to the nanowire or picks up the data current from the memory cell. Thus, the
CMOL cell selection is achieved using four (2 red and 2 blue) CMOS lines, each served
by a decoder (Figure 12a). From the computer science point of view, this means doubling
the bit address space in order to access the large set of crosspoint nanodevices cells via
macroscale CMOS wires. (For a further discussion of this idea, see Sec. 4.3 below.)

While Figure 12b shows, for clarity, small fragments of only two nanowires (which
contact that particular cell), Figure 12c shows a more complete (and slightly more
detailed) view of this memory architecture, with CMOS cells represented only by the pins
they serve. As is clearly visible on this panel, a natural fragmentation of bottom-layer
nanowires, with the fragment’s length L = 2(r2 + 1)Fnano, is achieved by interruption by
the blue interface pins reaching the top nanowire level – see Figure 6b and Figure 9. (The
blue pin sides have to be insulated to avoid the galvanic contact of the pin with the wire
it interrupts; in the figures, this insulation is colored gray.) Each fragment stretches over
r CMOS cells and contacts r2 crosspoint devices. (One crosspoint position is consumed
by the wire-interrupting pin.) Green circles denote the crosspoint devices contacted by
one fragment of the top-layer nanowire, whose red pin is selected by signals Arow red and
Acol red) of two red CMOS wires shown by arrows on the top and left side of the panel.
At the same time, the select signal Arow blue opens all blue-pin pass transistors of one row
of CMOS cells and thus enables the data decoder to communicate with all r2 crosspoint
devices connected to this nanowire fragment (16 green dots in Figure 12c), for example
to pick up their Vout signals in parallel to the READ operation. The necessary selection of
the proper r2 wires from the total number of n CMOS wires coming out of the cell array
is performed by a barrel shifter, which is controlled by address signal Acol blue. The appro-
priate value of the signal is calculated by a simple address control circuit (Figure 12a),
implemented in the CMOS subsystem.

Figure 12: CMOL memory: 
(a) the top-level architecture of a 

memory block, 
(b) CMOS cell structure, and 
(c) memory matrix structure (with only 

one column of nanowire fragments 
shown) for a relatively low value, 
r = 4, of the main geometrical 
parameter of the CMOL interface, 
defined by Eq. (3).
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The CMOS subsystem is also used to perform two more key functions: the error cor-

rection and mutual mapping of the external and internal data addresses. (The former sys-
tem is common for all blocks of the memory, and thus is not shown in Figure 12; also not
shown is the block address decoder which distributes data around the blocks.) The map-
ping is necessary because of the important procedure performed with the freshly fabri-
cated memory: the replacement of the worst bit lines with the spare ones; the replacement
is not physical of course, but is rather achieved by filling the mapping table which later
readdresses memory requests to defect-free spare lines. In usual memories, the number
of deficient devices is not too high, and the bad line replacement may be performed inde-
pendently of the error correction (which typically uses simple error correction codes,
such as the Hamming codes). However, this approach limits the defect tolerance of the
memories to the fraction ∼10−3 of bad devices [17]. Much better results may be achieved
[36] using synergy of the bad bit replacement with more sophisticated error correction
codes such as BCH [38]. In this approach, a nanowire fragment is replaced with a spare
not if it has the largest number of bad nanodevices, but if it provides the lowest probabil-
ity of error correction – which is not the same if the fraction of bad devices is high.
Detailed simulations [36] have shown that in this case, the ten-fold advantage in density
over the ideal CMOS memories (such as RRAM), with an area of (2FCMOS)

2 per bit, may
be obtained with as much as ∼10 % of deficient devices – see Figure 13 [39].

The rise in the area per useful bit, that is the drop in the area density with the growth
of defect fraction q (after the parameter optimization for each q), results mostly from the
growth of the necessary address mapping table size. Interestingly enough, the error cor-
rection circuit area contribution to the total memory area A is almost negligible, despite
the use of BCH codes. However, the rise in q increases the delay in error correcting cir-
cuits, resulting in an increase in the total memory access time, also visible in Figure 13.

The translation of the normalized results shown in Figure 13 into numbers shows that
CMOL memory density may be rather impressive, for example reaching 1 Tbit/cm2 for
such parameters as FCMOS = 32 nm, Fnano = 3 nm and q = 2 %, which may become real-
istic in 10 years or so. The purely CMOS memories (including generic RRAM) will
almost never approach this frontier.

3 CMOL FPGA
3.1 One- and Two-Cell Fabrics
Since nanoelectronic devices (including nanoscale MOSFETs) are expected to have
higher fabrication variability and defect rates than those of traditional CMOS circuit
components, some kind of logic circuit reconfigurability is for them a requirement rather
than an option. On the other hand, from the FPGA standpoint, the use of nanoelectronic
components may alleviate the main inefficiency of these circuits, namely the large recon-
figuration overhead, by performing the reconfiguration within the nanoelectronic subsys-
tem. This is why the conceptual development of hybrid CMOS/nanoelectronic logic has
been focused on the implementation of FPGA-like reconfigurable circuits.

The CMOL fabric may be used for the implementation of array logic circuits close
in structure to the so-called cell-based FPGA [40], [1], [4]. In this approach the basic
CMOS cell includes 4 MOSFETs (two pass transistors and an inverter), and is connected
to the nanowire/nanodevice subsystem via two pins (Figure 14a) [17]. Disabling the
CMOS inverters (by grounding the global power voltage VDD) allows the pass transistors
to be used to switch each crosspoint device to the desired (ON or OFF) state, exactly like
a WRITE operation in CMOL memories. This operation configures the initially uniform
CMOL fabric into the desired logic circuit.

After the circuit has been configured, the power supply voltage is increased to value
VDD which satisfies conditions

 (5)
– for notation, see Figure 8. As a result, all inverters are turned on, and each cell becomes
a NOR gate. Let us consider cell F in Figure 14b as an example. Its blue pin connects the
CMOS inverter input to a nanowire which contacts r2 crosspoint devices. Let us assume
that all these devices, except for the two shown explicitly in Figure 14b (by green circles),
have been turned OFF at the circuit configuration stage. Then, only the output voltages
of invertors in cells A and B, whose output nanowires (connected to the invertors via red
pins) contact the resistive switches turned ON, may contribute to the input voltage of cell
F. Figure 14c shows the approximate equivalent circuit of this connection, with each open

DD tV V V+ < <

Figure 13: CMOL memory density 
(in terms of chip area per bit) as a 
function of defective device fraction, 
for several memory access time 
values, and for a particular 
FCMOS/Fnano ratio.

Figure 14: CMOL FPGA: 
(a) the basic CMOS cell, and 
(b) the implementation and 
(c) the equivalent circuit of a 

fan-in-two NOR gate.
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resistive switch presented by an ideal diode in series with its ON resistance. If signal A
or B is high, meaning that the output voltage of either cell is close to VDD, the correspond-
ing crosspoint device inserts current into the input nanowire of cell F, pulling its voltage
up to some value Vup [41], and opening the inverter, making its output voltage low (close
to zero). In the opposite case, when both signals A and B are low, the inverter stays closed
and its output voltage is high (close to VDD). This is of course the NOR operation; notice
that such NOR gates may have a number of inputs (fan-in) much higher than two. Let us
emphasize that during the CMOL logic operation, the crosspoint devices are not switched
between their ON and OFF states at all, so that their switching endurance may be much
lower than it is necessary for memory applications.

The first results for CMOL FPGA were obtained [17] using a simple, two-step
approach to circuit configuration. In the first step, the desired circuit (preliminarily
decomposed into a network of fan-in two NOR circuits) was first manually mapped on
the supposedly defect-free CMOL fabric. (Authors of the recent work [42] presented a
proof that any combinatorial circuit may be transformed into an equivalent circuit allow-
ing such mapping.) In the second step, if some of the crosspoint devices actively used at
the initial mapping are defective (for example, similar to stuck-open faults, that is always
stay in their OFF state), the circuit is reconfigured around the defects automatically using
a simple algorithm – see next Section. An important parameter of this procedure is inte-
ger r', the effective connectivity domain radius, that is the maximum distance between
CMOS cells (in terms of the cell size) connected directly with one crosspoint device. In
a circuit with perfect devices, it is beneficial to increase r' all the way up to the main topo-
logical parameter of CMOL interface, r, defined by Eq. (1). However, a circuit with r = r'
would be very vulnerable to crosspoint device defects because it is very difficult to recon-
figure. On the contrary, a very modest reduction of r' (for example, to r' = r − 2) makes
reconfiguration very effective, and thus increases the defect tolerance very significantly.
Monte Carlo simulations have shown, for example, that the reconfiguration of a 32-bit
Kogge-Stone adder may allow a 99 % circuit yield to be achieved (sufficient for a ∼90 %
yield of properly organized VLSI chips) at as many as 22 % of defective (stuck-open)
devices, while the defect tolerance of another key circuit, a fully-connected 64-bit cross-
bar switch, is about 25 % [17].

Most strikingly, calculations have shown that despite a certain increase of the circuit
area when r ' is reduced, the high defect tolerance might coexist with a very high circuit
density and performance at acceptable power consumption. Figure 15 shows some of
these results. In order to obtain them, the most important figure of merit, the product of the
circuit area by its time delay, was optimized over VDD at fixed power dissipation P0 per unit
area for three values of FCMOS. (The steps visible on the curves are caused by the necessity
to change the integer parameter r to satisfy Eq. (2) at certain threshold values of Fnano. As
(2Fnano)

2 is increased to reach Amin, that relation cannot be satisfied by any integer r > 0,
and the CMOL interface becomes impossible: formally, the calculated circuit area
becomes infinite.) It is interesting that the product as a function of Fnano has a minimum,
because at fixed P0, the further decrease in Fnano results in so many crosspoint devices that
their resistance RON (Figure 14c) has to be increased to keep P0 in check. This increase in
resistance leads to increase in the logic delay, and hence in the area-delay product.

For example, for FCMOS = 32 nm (green lines in Figure 15), the 32-bit Kogge–Stone
adder is optimized at a very realistic value Fnano ≈ 8 nm. At this point, the simulated
area-delay product of ∼110 ns-μm2 compares very favorably with the estimated value of
70,000 ns-μm2 for a full CMOS FPGA implementation of the same circuit using Xilinx
technology (projected to the same FCMOS at approximately the same power). This large
advantage of CMOL is a bit counterintuitive because CMOL is based essentially on
diode-transistor logic (see Figure 14c) which is known to be power hungry. The explana-
tion of this surprising fact is two-fold. First, CMOL logic uses crosspoint nanodevices
very effectively – not only for circuit configuration, but also for performing the most
important part of the NOR logic operation as such. Second, the dense crossbar fabric pro-
vides many options for nearby CMOS cells to communicate.

Later, similar calculations were extended [36] to all 20 circuits of the so-called
Toronto benchmark set [4]. In order to accomplish this task, latch cells (with a footprint
4 times larger than basic cells) had to be added to the CMOL fabric, forming 16-cell tiles
(Figure 16), each with one latch cell surrounded by T = 12 basic logic cells (Figure 14).
The mapping of the benchmark circuits on the CMOL logic fabric was done using a rudi-
mentary semi-custom design automation tool [36]. The preliminary results show almost
a similarly spectacular density advantage (on average, about two orders of magnitude)
over the purely CMOS circuits, and a considerable leading edge over hybrid circuit con-
cept, so-called nanoPLA [1], which requires additional nanodevices of a different type.

Figure 15: Optimization results for the area-delay 
product of two simple CMOL FPA circuits as a 
function of the nanowire’s half-pitch Fnano for 
several values of the CMOS subsystem’s half 
pitch FCMOS: 45 nm (blue), 32 nm (green) and 
22 nm (red). The calculations were carried out for 
the value P0 = 200 W/cm2, realistic [8] for the 
middle of this decade.

Figure 16: The two-cell CMOL fabric 
used for the implementation of the Toronto 
20 benchmark circuits.
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3.2 Other Defects
The initial results for CMOL FPGAs have been obtained for the nanodevice defects
equivalent to stuck-open faults. Realistically, hybrid FPGAs may have different kinds of
defects as well, including stuck-closed nanodevices, defective CMOS circuitry, vias and
shortened or broken crossbar wires. The main reason for the initial choice of defect type
was that other defects may be treated by design automation tools effectively as defective
CMOS cell(s). For example, a broken crossbar wire is treated as a defective cell serving
this wire; a pair of shorted crossbar wires may be described by marking two affected
CMOS cells as defective, etc. Custom design automation tools may be readily modified
to provide defect-tolerant mapping with respect to defective cells by just avoiding circuit
mapping on such cells during the placement step. As an example, the result of the map-
ping of the dsip.blif circuit from Toronto 20 benchmark onto a fabric with 30 % defective
cells is shown on Figure 17a. The resulting circuit area is ∼80 % larger compared to that
in the defect-free limit [36].

The algorithm to deal with stuck-open nanodevices is based on making sequential
attempts to move each gate from a cell with a bad input or/and output connection to a new
cell, while keeping its input and output gates in fixed positions [17]. (Note that according
to the CMOL FPGA topology, the moved cell uses a different set of nanodevices in each
position.) At each move, the gate may be swapped with another one, provided that all con-
nections of the swapped gates can be realized with the CMOL fabric and are not defec-
tive. For example, Figure 17b shows a circuit whose gate A had to be relocated because
at least one of its connections (with either input gate 1 or output gate 4) was faulty, while
Figure 17c shows the repair region of gate A (painted pink), which is the intersection of
the connectivity domains (shown by dashed lines) of its input and output gate cells. If a
cell in the repair region of A already houses another gate B (Figure 17c), the repair
domain of B (painted light blue) is also calculated. If A is within the repair domain of B,
these gates may be swapped, connection quality permitting. Note that the algorithm com-
plexity is linear with the number of cells and therefore is readily scalable.

3.3 Other Circuits
Simulation results show that the speed of CMOL FPGA circuits is only marginally higher
than that of similar CMOS circuits (at the same power per unit area). The situation may
be rather different for some custom logic circuits, where CMOL technology may lose a
part of its density advantage, but become considerably faster than CMOS. As an example,
a quasi-FPGA, semi-custom circuit for parallel convolution of 2D data (for example an
image from a focal plane array of sensors) with a smaller 2D filter window, has been

Figure 17: Defect-tolerant mapping: 
(a) mapping of the dsip.blif circuit mapping (from 

the Toronto 20 benchmark set) on a 
(21+2)×(21+2) tile CMOL array with 30 % of 
defective CMOS cells; 

(b), (c), (d) graphical illustration of the algorithm 
providing high tolerance to stuck-open 
crosspoint devices; and 

(e) an example of successful mapping of the 32-bit 
Kogge–Stone adder on the CMOL FPGA fabric 
with 50 % bad crosspoint switches (shown with 
black dots). On the last panel, the blue, red, and 
green circles are guides for the eye showing the 
location of the input and output pins, and 
actively used crosspoint devices, respectively.
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designed and simulated in detail [36], [18]. This task has required the introduction of two
new CMOL cells: a simple control cell and a more complex programmable latch with a
footprint of 3×3 basic cells. The circuit, designed mostly with the same
CMOL CAD 1.0 tool, has shown remarkable performance. For example, the simulated
time of convolution of a large (1,024×1,024 pixel) image with a 32×32 filter window (at
12-bit precision) is close to just 25 ms. This time has to be compared with estimated
3,500 ms for a CMOS circuit based on the same design rules. This speed advantage is an
explicit result of the small CMOL footprint: the whole circuit processing one input pixel
has been placed on the of 25×25 mm2 area of the input pixel sensor. As a result, the com-
munication delays have been cut to the bone.

It has also been shown [43] that a CMOL logic circuit based on NOR gates [17] may
provide substantial advantage over a purely CMOS circuit for the implementation of the
standard Rijandel encryption algorithm. This performance may be further improved [44]
by using a special CMOL cell implementing XOR and AND functions, rather than com-
piling them from NOR cells as has been done in [43]. The CMOL functionality may be
further improved by using the so-called T- and D-cells [45].

The CMOL logic may be also used for the implementation of some biologically
inspired algorithms although for such applications (which may tolerate high levels of data
uncertainty) [46], mixed-signal CMOL networks (the so-called CrossNets) may provide
much higher performance – see the recent review [47] and references therein.

4 CMOL Cousins
4.1 FPNI
Several notable modifications of the original CMOL concept have been proposed.
Figure 18b shows the idea of a modified FPNI (field-programmable nanowire intercon-
nect) proposed by G. Snider and R. S. Willams [48]. Its first difference from the original
CMOL interface (shown again Figure 18a) is a special FCMOS-scale broadening of each
nanowire in the place of its contact with the interface plug. Due to these large contact
areas, FPNI circuits may be fabricated using FCMOS-scale accurate alignment. (This mod-
ification immediately excludes using such prospective patterning techniques as EUV
interference lithography or block-copolymer lithography for crossbar fabrication, because
they are limited to patterning only a set of parallel nanowires of each crossbar layer.)

Another modification in the FPNI approach was to move all logic functions com-
pletely into the CMOS subsystem, while using crosspoint devices for circuit configura-
tion purposes only. This approach alleviates two challenges faced by the original CMOL
circuits: the necessity of crosspoint devices with sharply nonlinear I-V curves in the ON
state (Figure 8), and the smallness of signal swing Vup at the CMOS inverter input. (If the
swing, which is of the order of 100 mV in a typical optimized CMOL logic circuit,
becomes comparable to the device-to-device uncertainty of the inverter switching thresh-
old, this may lead to additional logic errors.).

These simplifications have already allowed an experimental demonstration of a sim-
ple FPNI circuit [49] – see Figure 19. However, the price to pay for these advantages of
FPNI is also heavy: according to simulations [48], [50], the performance of FPNI circuits
is approximately 3 times lower than that of CMOL circuits for the same FCMOS and Fnano.
This is why FPNI circuits may be a reasonable entry point into crossbar logic technology,
but then they have to be replaced by either the generic CMOL interface or its advanced
versions described below.

4.2 “3D” and 3D CMOL
Another modification of CMOL has been suggested by W. Wang’s group [51]. These
so-called “3D” CMOL circuits are essentially two CMOS chips bonded around one nano-
wire crossbar. This modification addresses a certain inconvenience of the original CMOL
interface (Figure 9): the need for two different heights in interface pins, preventing circuit
planarization on the lower pin tip level. Though a plausible fabrication flow which may
overcome this difficulty has been suggested [18], a way around it would be very much
welcome. In the “3D” approach [51], both component chips may be planarized at every
level. In addition, CMOL FPGA circuits using such chips may have a total gate density
that is twice as high as the initial 2D CMOL. However, it remains to be seen whether these
advantages may compensate for the challenge of bonding chips with nanoscale features.

Figure 18: FPNI circuit (b) in 
comparison with the original 
CMOL circuit (a).
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A genuine expansion of CMOS/nanodevice hybrids into the third dimension is
enabled by the fact that the area-distributed CMOL-type interface can address a much
larger number of crosspoint devices than available in a single crossbar. Indeed, a square
array of N×N CMOS cells shown in Figure 12, fed by 4N input CMOS-scale wires,
enables the selection of N2 nanowires in each layer of the crossbar, that is N4 crosspoint
devices. (In this sense, this addressing scheme is four-dimensional – evidently in the
address space rather than in the direct geometric space.) However, only N2r2 crosspoint
devices (with r defined by Eq. (3)) are available in one crossbar. Hence, at sufficiently
large N, most of the addressing space available in the CMOL interface cannot be used by
a single crossbar. Thus the interface allows each crosspoint device to be addressed in a
set of approximately M = N2/r2 vertically stacked crossbars – see Figure 20 [52]. (Such
stacks, but with much larger FCMOS-scaled crossbars, are in the initial stage of exploration
by the semiconductor IC industry – see, for example [53], and initial experiments with
resistive switch stacking have also been carried out [54].)

One (of many possible) topologies of interconnects in such 3D circuit is to shift the
crossbar in each subsequent layer in a certain direction (for example along the set blue
vias in Figure 20d) by such a distance that the contacted wire fragments in the new layer
are connected to the connectivity domain adjacent to that of the initial layer. Other algo-
rithms are also possible without using extra metallization layers, but with some sacrifice
of the number of addressable crosspoint devices.

5 Prospects and Challenges
In order to make the results of CMOL design work more apparent, a CMOL technology
roadmap for digital applications has been compiled [18]. In this work, the results of the
generic (2D) CMOL circuit analysis have been enumerated in terms of the expected prog-
ress of the general and advanced patterning techniques. This exercise required certain
assumptions to be made on the future evolution of parameters FCMOS and Fnano whose pace
depends on many (not only technical but also economical and even psychological) fac-
tors. This is why the timeline assumed by the CMOL roadmap is to some degree specu-
lative, just as that in the famous International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
[8], which is much more the electronic industry consensus than a technical document.
With these reservations in mind, the CMOL roadmap shows that the transfer in the IC

Figure 19: FPNI logic chip [49]: 
(a) conceptual illustration of the memristor-CMOS 

hybrid architecture. 
(b) optical micrograph of the as-received CMOS 

chip; 
(c) the hybrid chip with memristor crossbars built 

on top; 
(d) scanning electron microscope image of a 

fragment of the memristor crossbar array 
(where 3 nanowires cross 3 other nanowires, 
forming 9 memristors) with junction areas of 
100 × 100 nm2; 

(e) CMOS layer fabric on a die; and 
(f) equivalent circuits and digital logic results from 

the visualization system of the chip tester for 
the hybrid circuits with measured truth tables.
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industry from CMOS to CMOL may extend the progress of microelectronics according
to Moore’s law by approximately 10 to 15 years.

In order for this prediction to become true, several challenges still have to be over-
come. Without a doubt, the most important of them is the development of a highly repro-
ducible technology for VLSI fabrication of crosspoint resistive switches (Figure 8). In
the light of the recent progress in this direction – see for example reviews [18], [25], it
seems likely that for devices with Fnano > 10 nm, this challenge may be met using layers
of inorganic, amorphous materials (such as amorphous silicon or a metal oxide), after an
additional empirical search for the best processing conditions in an industrial environ-
ment. The situation may be different below ∼10 nm, when the device size becomes
smaller than the lateral size of the apparent physical agents of the resistive bistability –
reversibly switched conducting filaments. Progress beyond the 10-nm frontier may
require using different physical mechanisms of bistability.

One of these options [9] is to use a molecular version of the single-electron resistive
switch. Low-temperature prototypes of this device have been implemented and success-
fully tested to provide electron retention times beyond 12 hours [55]. However,
room-temperature operation of single-electron devices requires a few-nm single-electron
islands which cannot be fabricated with the necessary precision (∼10%) using current or
prospective industrial lithography – see Chapter 16. In 2003, A. Mayr suggested a possi-
ble molecular implementation of the device [9], [56], in which diimide acceptor groups
play the role of single-electron islands, while short oligo-ethynylenephenylene (OPE)
chains are used as tunnel barriers. Unfortunately, a quantitative theoretical study [57] has
shown that this particular design, as well as several other options suggested later, cannot
provide the full set of necessary parameters for the resistive switch, most importantly, the
multi-year-scale retention time. Finally, an apparently suitable design, based on alkane
chains (which have a much broader HOMO-LUMO gap) has been theoretically devel-
oped [57], but it has yet to be verified experimentally.

Historically, suggestions of organic molecular devices have been met with much
skepticism in the electronic and computer engineering community. This skepticism is par-
tially deserved because most of the published results on transport properties of molecular
structures (for recent reviews see, for example [58], [59]) are device-to-device irrepro-
ducible, apparently due to the complex structure and chemistry of the molecule-metal (or
molecule-semiconductor) interfaces. Due to this problem, we are still very far from using
single molecules as stand-alone devices (Chapter 21). However, two-terminal crosspoint
devices may be based on self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of similar molecules [57].

Figure 20: Concept for a genuine 3D hybrid 
CMOS/crossbar circuit with an area-distributed 
interface: 
(a) cut-away illustration of the circuit showing four 

crossbar layers; 
(b) connectivity of a particular input of a logic gate 

with four stacked layers; 
(c) equivalent circuit diagram of the virtual 

crossbar array for the case N = 5 and r = 3; and 
(d) examples of the translation of connection 

pattern among four layers. Light blue circles 
and blue rectangles are guides for the eye, 
showing the specific vias whose connectivity 
domain is highlighted on panel d.
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The footprint of a typical molecule in such a monolayer is very small (of the order of
nm2), so that even at Fnano ∼ 3 nm (which is believed to be the natural limit of nanocross-
bar technologies), the number of molecules per crosspoint would be large, thus alleviat-
ing the interface variability. The technology of SAM deposition on surfaces of silicon and
various metals is well established, and until recently, the main problem was the deposi-
tion of the top metallic electrode: deposited atoms readily penetrate into the monolayer,
causing irreproducible conducting filaments – see, for example the detailed study [60]
(see also Chapter 21). However, recent work [61] has apparently created a real break-
through in the field. It has shown that the deposition of a relatively thick (∼90 nm) layer
of a conducting photoresist (PEDOT) on top of a thin (below 10 nm) SAM protects the
monolayer from damage by metallic atoms deposited on top of this double layer, while
adding negligible series resistance. The resulting junctions were very reproducible,
though their functionality was insufficient for applications in useful active devices. It
remains to be seen whether more functional molecules (like those with the resistive
switch functionality) may be used in this scheme.

Another possible mechanism of resistive bistability of some SAM-based junctions is
molecular reconfiguration by the applied electric field – see, for example [62] for a
detailed review of experiments carried out in Caltech and UCLA in the early 1990s. How-
ever, the very existence of this mechanism and its device-to-device reproducibility still
requires an experimental confirmation by other research groups.

On the software side, the main challenge for crossbar-based logic circuits is the need
for better architectures and design tools. Indeed, work on hybrid CMOS/nanoelectronic
circuit architectures is only at the initial stages. The extension of this work (for example,
to custom CMOL circuits with irregular CMOS subsystems) is difficult without the
development of more efficient tools for computer-aided design of these circuits. Several
approaches to these problems have been discussed in [63], [64].

Though the hardware and challenges outlined above are very significant, in the (pos-
sibly, biased) view of these authors, they may be met much more readily than those faced
by any alternative candidate nanoelectronic technology.
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